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NEW PHYSICS IN p-d ELASTIC SCATTERING ATLOW ENERGIES�H.J. Karwowski, C.R. Brune, W.H. Geist, E.J. Ludwig,K.D. Veal, M.H. WoodUniversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, USAand Triangle Universities Nulear Laboratory, Durham, NC 27708, USAA. Kievsky, S. Rosati, M. VivianiIstituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare, Pisa, Italyand T.C. BlakLaboratory for Nulear Siene, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA(Reeived Deember 14, 1998)We have performed a number of high preision measurements of rosssetions and polarisation observables in p-d sattering from Ep = 245 keV tothe breakup threshold. We observed very good agreement between exper-iment and alulations for the ross setions and tensor analysing powerswhile a disrepany for vetor analysing power persists and inreases withdereasing beam energy. We demonstrated that urrent three nuleon foresannot aount for this puzzling observation and suggest that the origin ofthe disrepany is either due to the inadequaies of NN potential modelsor, more likely, to the existene of a new type of three body fore. We alsoon�rmed for the �rst time the existene of a theoretially predited polein the doublet S-wave e�etive range funtion.PACS numbers: 13.75.Cs, 24.70.+s, 21.45+v, 27.10+h1. IntrodutionThe study of the three nuleon system at low energies provides a strin-gent test of our understanding of nulear dynamis, the nuleon-nuleon(NN) and three-nuleon (3N) interations. A omparison of ross setions� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1479)



1480 H.J. Karwowski et al.and polarisation observables with state-of-the-art alulations allows us totest the theoretial p-d sattering wave funtions and provides insight intounderlying NN potentials.In reent years there have been a number of measurements and alu-lations of nuleon-deuteron (N -d) sattering below the break-up threshold.The data for p-d sattering until reently ould not be meaningfully om-pared with alulations beause of di�ulties in treating the Coulomb inter-ation in the framework of Faddeev equations. Only with the developmentof hyper-spherial harmoni method by the Pisa group [1℄ are suh om-parisons possible. Good agreement between the data and alulations usingmodern NN potentials was observed for ross setion and tensor analysingpowers [2℄, but signi�ant di�erenes were found in the vetor analysingpower Ay for N -d sattering and iT11 for d-p sattering [3℄.In this work we present further experimental data at very low energiesand disuss possible explanations for this disrepany known as the �Aypuzzle� [3,4℄. We also disuss the experimental on�rmation of the existeneof a pole in the doublet S-wave e�etive range funtion for p-d satteringresulting from the reent phase-shift analysis of low energy data [5℄.2. ExperimentsThe measurements desribed here were arried out at the Triangle Uni-versities Nulear Laboratory. The polarised and unpolarised proton anddeuteron beams were produed by an atomi beam polarised ion soure [6℄and aelerated using one of two di�erent systems depending on the beamenergy. For beam energies below 680 keV, we used the low-energy beamfaility onsisting of a mini-tandem aelerator [7℄ in ombination with the107-m diameter high-voltage sattering hamber [8℄. The energy alibrationof the aelerator system has been established to � 1 keV using resonanesin 19F(p; �) and 27Al(p; ) reations. The experiments at beam energiesabove 680 keV were performed using an FN tandem aelerator and a 62-mdiameter sattering hamber.The use of thin targets is very important in low-energy experimentsfor minimising energy loss and straggling e�ets. The targets were hydro-genated or deuterated diamond-like arbon foils fabriated by a plasma-assisted hemial vapour deposition tehnique [9℄. The targets onsisted ofapproximately 0.3 to 1:0� 1018 and 0.6 to 2:0� 1018 hydrogen or deuteriumand arbon atoms/m2, respetively, with thinner targets used at lower en-ergies. Energy losses in these targets were below 5 keV.Sine the analysing powers of interest are very small (of the order of10�2 to 10�3) speial are is required to redue the systemati errors in themeasurements. The beam polarisation was determined using three di�erent



New Physis in p�d Elasti Sattering at Low Energies 1481polarimeters loated behind either sattering hamber. The 3He(~d; p)4Hereation was used on-line for deuteron tensor polarimetry [10℄ due to itslarge ross setion and large and well known tensor analysing powers. Thedata were taken using three spin states with tensor polarisations of pZZ ��0:7 and pZ = 0. Proton polarisation was determined with a polarimeterusing the 6Li(~p; 3He)4He reation [11℄, whih has a superior �gure of meritfor proton energies from 200 to 800 keV. Two spin states were used withpolarisations of pZ � �0:7. In iT11 measurements, the vetor polarisationof the deuteron beam was determined on-line via the 12C(~d; p) reation [12℄with measured vetor polarisation of pZ � �0:55.The spin states were yled at the soure approximately one every se-ond in order to minimise the e�ets of slow hanges in the beam position,target thikness or ampli�er gain. Tests for false asymmetries were arriedout by measuring 197Au(~d; d) sattering at �lab = 40Æ under idential on-ditions as the p-d measurements. For example, for Ed = 1.3 MeV all of theanalysing powers for 197Au(~d; d) are expeted to be < 10�4. The results ofthese tests were onsistent with zero on the level of 5� 10�4, the statistialunertainty of the measurement.

Fig. 1. Typial spetrum of 1H(~d; d) sattering at E:m: = 432 keV.Sattered deuterons and protons were deteted with two sets of threesilion surfae barrier detetors loated between 15 and 25 m from the tar-get and plaed symmetrially on eah side of the beam. A typial spetrumis shown in Fig 1. At ertain angles thin mylar foils were plaed in frontof the detetors to stop heavy nulei reoiling from the target or to sepa-rate the deuterons from 1H(~d; d) sattering from protons produed in the12C(~d; p1) reation. Dead time orretions, whih were kept below 5%, were
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Fig. 2. Tensor analysing powers for 1H(~d; d) sattering at E:m: = 432 keV. Thesolid line is a theoretial predition using the AV18+UR fore model.determined by sending pulses to the detetor preampli�ers. The analysingpowers were determined from the ounts in the observed peaks after or-retion for bakground and dead time. The angular distributions of threetensor analysing powers obtained at Ed = 1.3 MeV (Em = 432 keV) areshown in Fig 2.For the measurements of vetor analysing powers sattered protons anddeuterons were deteted in oinidene using two pairs of symmetri dete-tors loated on either side of the inident beam. The detetor angles wereset to observe either partile in the more forward detetor in oinidenewith the orresponding partile in the more bakward detetor on the oppo-site side of the beam. The time resolution of the oinident peak was about10 ns. It should be noted that the oinident tehnique is essential for mea-suring small analysing powers sine it allows elimination of arbon-induedevents and allows p-d events to be ounted at the high rate neessary toobtain adequate statistis.



New Physis in p�d Elasti Sattering at Low Energies 14833. Disussion of resultsThe experimental results are ompared to the alulations utilising thePair-Correlated Hyperspherial Harmoni (PHH) basis [1℄ to onstrut sat-tering wave funtions and the Kohn variational priniple to determine thesattering matrix elements. The alulations have been done using the Ar-gonne AV18 potential [13℄ with and without the 3N interation of Urbana(UR) [14℄ and sattering waves with orbital angular momentum up to L = 4have been taken into onsideration.We �nd that alulations utilising realisti NN potentials are in exellentagreement for ross setions (not shown) and tensor analysing powers T20,T21 and T22, at Em = 432 keV as seen in Fig 1; however they under preditAy and iT11 by as muh as 40% at the lowest energies. The measuredenergy dependene of iT11 at �m = 89Æ is shown in Fig 3. This disrepanydubbed the �Ay puzzle� has been observed previously in n-d sattering atenergies of a few MeV and it dereases with inreasing energy and vanishesat about 30 MeV. It is by far the largest disrepany observed between the'exat' alulations and the experimental data and remains one of the mostinteresting and puzzling problems of few-body physis.

Fig. 3. Energy dependene of vetor analysing powers. The solid (dashed) lineis a theoretial predition using the AV18 fore model with (without) UR 3NFinteration.Ref. [15℄ summarises extensive e�orts to improve the agreement withthe N -d data by modifying the underlying NN potentials. The values ofN -d 4PJ phase shifts whih play the major role in obtaining the orretAy values are losely orrelated with respetive 3PJ phase shifts in NNsattering. Sensitivity studies demonstrated that Ay in N -d sattering is



1484 H.J. Karwowski et al.determined by a ompliated interplay between the 3PJ NN interations.The interest in the investigation of P -wave NN interations stems fromthe fat that Ay in N -d sattering is about an order of magnitude largerthan in NN sattering at the same energy. It is therefore muh easier tostudy the sensitivity to the P -wave NN interation in N -d rather than NNsattering. A serious problem arises here beause to obtain agreement withthe N -d data requires an NN interation whih generates phase shifts whihare in disagreement with NN phase shifts obtained from global analyses andmodern NN potential models. Authors of Ref. [15℄ onluded that the lowenergy 3PJ phase shifts are questionable and present NN potential modelsmay have built in inorret P -wave interations.In work desribed in detail in Ref. [3℄ we investigated the role of anotherlikely ause of the Ay disrepany, namely the 3N interations. We foundthat the e�et of inluding modern Urbana 3N potential has a very smalle�et on Ay and iT11. The alulations shown in Fig 3 use the AV18 po-tential (dashed line) and AV18+UR potential (solid line). Although there isslight improvement when 3NF is taken into aount, the large disrepanyremains. The reason is that the presently available 3N fores, inluding inaddition to the Urbana potential also Brazil [17℄ and Tuson-Melbourne [18℄models are based on two-pion exhange and their strengths are adjusted toreprodue the 3N binding energies. For these fores to in�uene signi�antlylow-energy p-d sattering requires the three nuleons to be lose together. Inour energy regime the probability of �nding three nuleons in lose proxim-ity is very small and is further redued by Coulomb and entrifugal barriers.Inlusion of other proesses involving heavier mesons suh as �-� or �-� ex-hanges and ourring at yet shorter ranges is expeted to give still smallerorretions. These results lead us to the onlusion that a new type of long-range 3N fore, perhaps inluding a spin-orbit interation may be needed toexplain the Ay puzzle.Enouraged by the abundane of new high quality p-d sattering data atlow energies, we have performed (see Ref. [5℄) an energy-dependent phase-shift analysis of p-d elasti sattering below the deuteron break-up thresh-old. We onsidered more than 1000 data points between E:m: = 0.163 and2.0 MeV inluding our own measurements of ross setions at Ep = 245 and316 keV, whih are not disussed here. Our motivation was to investigatethe apparent disrepany between theoretial and phenomenologial deter-minations of the proton-deuteron S-wave sattering lengths. Sine the spindoublet S-wave hannel dominates the 3He ground state, one may expetthat the binding energy of 3He and the 2S1=2 sattering length alulatedwith a given potential are strongly orrelated and indeed suh a orrelationexists in the form of so-alled 'Phillips lines'. Calulations yield the dou-blet sattering length 2a0 very near zero while various phenomenologial �ts



New Physis in p�d Elasti Sattering at Low Energies 1485have given values varying from 1.3 to 4.0 fm (see Huttel et al. Ref. [19℄ andRef. [5℄ for a summary of the previous experimental data and alulations).It was suggested that this disrepany may be the result of a singularity inthe doublet S-wave e�etive range funtion near the two-body threshold,analogous to that observed for n-d sattering [16℄.One of the onlusions of our analysis, resulting mainly from our reenthigh-preision measurements of ross setions at low energies [9℄, on�rmsfor the �rst time the existene of a theoretially predited [16℄ pole in the2S1=2 e�etive range funtion. We parameterise the 2S1=2 e�etive rangefuntion in the form2K0(k2) = [(�1=2a0) + r0k2 + P0k4℄=[1� (k=k0)2℄: (3.1)A �t to the global data set yields a doublet sattering length of 2a0 =0:09 � 0:17 fm and the loation of the pole is at k02 = 0:004 � 0:004 fm�2.These results are in very good agreement with theoretial preditions basedon alulations using the AV18 potential and is the �rst experimental ob-servation of this singularity in p-d elasti sattering.4. ConlusionsIn summary, we have performed a number of high preision measure-ments of ross setions and polarisation observables in p-d sattering fromEp = 245 keV to the breakup threshold. Using this data set we on�rmedfor the �rst time the existene of a theoretially predited pole in the dou-blet S-wave e�etive range funtion. We observed very good agreementbetween experiment and the alulations for tensor analysing powers whilea disrepany for Ay persists and inreases with dereasing beam energy.We demonstrated that urrent three nuleon fores an not aount for thispuzzling observation. One may therefore onlude that the origin of thedisrepany is either due to the inadequaies of NN potentials or more likelyto the existene of a new type of three body fore.This work was supported in part by US DOE under grant DE-FG02-97ER41041. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Kievsky, M. Viviani, S. Rosati, Nul. Phys. A577, 511 (1994).[2℄ A. Kievsky, S. Rosati, W. Tornow, M. Viviani, Nul. Phys. A607, 402 (1996).
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